Three ways
HCI transforms
on-prem agility.
Read the full ESG study

A global ESG study of IT decision makers who manage HCI for their organization found that HCI provides a critical
foundation for their on-premises as-a-Service and cloud operations goals. Those who lead in HCI adoption are referred
to as “HCI accelerators” and the benefits they reported include:

1

Faster to market than competitors

2

Superior results and manageability

3

Successful as-a-Service delivery

ESG found a direct correlation between HCI adoption and organizational innovation. HCI accelerators were
2x faster to market and achieved much higher levels of agility that reduced their time spent on infrastructure
deployment by 40%.*

HCI serves as the foundation for on-premises cloud operations and hybrid cloud enablement which helped
organizations complete 28% of cloud projects ahead of schedule. What’s more, HCI’s ability to consolidate
numerous IT management functions into a single management platform improved management efficiency by 41%.

HCI’s consolidated management console and ability to scale quickly and easily helps streamline on-premises asa-Service delivery. HCI accelerators reported that 60% of their total IT environment is delivered as-a-Service,
on average, compared to organizations lagging in HCI adoption who only deliver 37% of IT as-a-Service.*

Push the limits of what’s possible with HCI
and a simpler cloud.
Make HCI your strategic advantage with reduced management and deployment time, and faster time to market.
Modernize your data center, deploy hybrid cloud and create a developer-ready Kubernetes platform with Dell
Technologies and VxRail.

Read the full ESG study
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